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Les Souffleurs 

SOFT SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

We brought Les Souffleurs from the Jaipur Literature Festival after they had createda 

phenomenal reputation for themselves in Jaipur. 

Here are the pictures and a short video clip from the event: 

https:/photos.app.goo.gl/854cQpAt3dEi4dWKA 

February was a month of many activities for us, first we had a poetry session organized by Les 

Souftleurs, it was a very interactive event as they asked all of us to make our own dream boards. 

Some of the boards were stunning, as everyone has unique and inspiring visions for themselves. 

The organizers also recited some of their own original poctry, dramatizing it using poles and 

umbrellas and whispering it to us. The partI found truly fascinating was that each person recired 

their poem in a different language, so a group of French artists, were telling us their poetry in, 

Hindi or Tamil. 

Do you think that whispering sweet nothings in your loved one's ears is mundane? Picture this: 

You suddenly meet someone on the road, who murmurs poetry in your ears. Curious as it may 

sound, Les Souftleurs-Commandos Poétiques (the whisperers) are coming to Bengaluru for 

the first time with their poetic secrets and surprise interventions. Nine artistes from the French 

collective are currently touring four cities in India with their unique project, called Jaan. 

So, what do they whisper? They will slowly recite select verses of poetry by Indian poets. 

Interestingly, the group comprises comedians, writers, dancers, theatrepersons and musicians.

They usually pop up in public spaces and act through poetry and quiet choreographies. In India, 

they are enacting in four languages English, Hindi, Urdu and Bengali. The artistes have 

previously performed in Spanish, Italian, Arabic, Hebrew, Portuguese, Turkish, Romanian and 

Japanese. The Bengaluru chapter is presented by Chennai-based arts collective, Prakriti 

Foundation, in collaboration with the Institut français India. 



Deseribing it as a flash mob of poctry, Meera Krishnan, of Prakriti, says, "It is a unique proiect 

that intends to make poetry more accessible in public places. This IS mainly for common citizen 

who cither do not have access to a library or are too confined in their day-to-day activities and 

es, can barely manage time to pick up a book to read." The whisperers mainly perform via gestures 

installations and writings. The artistes murmur poctic, philosophical and literary secrets in the 

passers-by's cars with the intention "to create slowdowns into the beating heart of cities, restore 

the meaning behind each poetry verse and adopt a tender, benevolent and furtive gesture in 

wmmon public spaces". 

"People tend to find opening poetry books much more difficult compared to novels or political 
texts This allows the audience to discover a therapeutic literature through poetry. They can 
expect curiosity, discovery and lots of love. We whisper beyond castes and distinctions," say the artistes, adding, "Through our silence and slow pace, along with the tumult of contemporary Indian society, we try to create a poetic counterpoint- the blaring horns vs the whispers. And somewhere the point between these horns and our whispers is where we find harmony, jaan." 

The department of Theatre Studies was truly honored to have the opportunity to work with this 
fantastic ensemble of musicians and creatives. 
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1 1831201 ANSHUL C PANICKER
2 1831202 KRUTARTH KAUSTUBH KARANJKAR
3 1831203 LEVIN SAM SOLOMON L
4 1831204 AADHYA KACHER
5 1831205 ABIGAIL SARA JOHN
6 1831206 AJNA SULTANA
7 1831207 AMALA MANOHAR VAIDYA
8 1831208 ANJALI SHERIN JAMES
9 1831209 APARNA HARI
10 1831210 AVNEE TANEJA
11 1831211 BARKHA BAHAR
12 1831212 BHAGYALEKSHMI J
13 1831213 GAYATRI RAGHUNANDAN
14 1831214 JAHANAVI BHAGAT
15 1831215 KHUSHI GARNAIK
16 1831216 MEGHNA SEN
17 1831217 MEHR GILL
18 1831218 MONASWITA NATH
19 1831219 MUSKAAN DHARMANI
20 1831220 NIRAJA DESHPANDE
21 1831221 SAHITI GONAGA
22 1831222 SOUMYA RATHI
23 1831224 SUZEIN GOGOI
24 1831225 TANYA CHADHA
25 1831226 VAISHNAVI SWAMI
26 1831227 WRITIKA BHOWMICK
27 1831229 NIKHIL ANGELO JAYAKANTHAN
28 1831233 MEGAN MARIA  LAWRENCE JAYASINGH

29 1831234 NIDHI RAMESH REDDY
30 1831235 SANA KAHLON
31 1831236 SHAGUN BHARDWAJ
32 1831239 VAISHNAVI A SANKESHWAR
33 1831240 JATIN DHARMAVEER
34 1831242 R AKSHAYA


